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This book is a thoroughly arranged anthology outlining the state of the art in the emerging area of visual informationsystems. The chapters presented are a selection of thoroughly refereed and revised full papers first presented at the First International Conference on visual Information Systems held in February 1996. Next generation information systems have a high visual content, and there will be a shift in emphasis from a paradigm of predominantly alphanumeric data processing to one of visual information processing. The book provides a detailed introductory chapter, two keynotes by leading authorities, sections on design and architecture, database management and modelling, contend-based search and retrieval, feature extraction and indexing, query model and interface, and object recognition and content organization.
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Mastering Machine Learning for Penetration Testing: Develop an extensive skill set to break self-learning systems using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a master at penetration testing using machine learning with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify ambiguities and breach intelligent security systems
	
			Perform unique cyber attacks to breach robust systems
	
			Learn to leverage machine learning algorithms

...
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Breed Predispositions to Disease in Dogs and CatsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	It is well known that most breeds of dogs and cats have diseases and disorders to which they are particularly prone. Breed predispositions are often listed under specific disease conditions in the published literature and textbooks. However, it is hard to find a source of information that lists these conditions by breed.
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Managed Code Rootkits: Hooking into Runtime EnvironmentsSyngress Publishing, 2010

	We live in a world in which we can’t trust our computers. For example, how can we
	know for sure that our hardware manufacturer did not hide malicious code in the
	system’s microchip? Or that our freshly installed operating system does not contain
	backdoors created by a rogue developer from the OS development team?

...
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Digital Signal Processing with Field Programmable Gate Arrays (With CD-ROM)Springer, 2001

	Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are on the verge of revolutionizing digital signal processing. Novel FPGA families are replacing ASICs and PDSPs for front end digital signal processing algorithms more and more. The efficient implementation of these algorithms is the main goal of this book. It starts with an overview of today's FPGA...
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PHP & MySQL: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	You’ve built a web page in HTML. You’ve even styled it with Cascading Style
	Sheets (CSS) and written a little JavaScript to validate your custom-built web
	forms. But that wasn’t enough, so you learned a lot more JavaScript, threw in
	some jQuery, and constructed a whole lot of web pages. You’ve even moved your...
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Underwater Robots (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2013

	This book, now at the third edition, addresses the main control aspects in underwater manipulation tasks. The mathematical model with significant impact on the control strategy is discussed. The problem of controlling a 6-degrees-of-freedoms autonomous underwater vehicle is deeply investigated and a survey of fault detection/tolerant...
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